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Rose's plans for a normal, perfect life ended up anything but.Rose's plans for a normal, perfect life ended up anything but. 

Many months after her husband's passing, she takes a job at a dude ranch, purely because of the revolving door of

wanna-be cowboys that she knows are looking for the full cowboy experience, including a warm, willing, no-strings-

attached woman warming their bunk at night.

Only Rose didn't expect that it would be the ranch's owners who would claim her attentions instead. Hot brothers

Cade and Kevin, together, keep Rose way busier than any dude ranch guests ever could. The billionaire cowboys each

run one part of the ranch's operation. Kevin runs the working ranch, taking care of the cattle and such, while Cade

controls the dude ranch portion, but Rose soon discovers a third income stream the two rich cowboys hadn't

revealed in the hot interview process...

Note: This story was originally published as a two piece serial, written by Jamie Klaire. Once Jamie Klaire decided to

separate cowboy romances from her short story pen name, Jenny Klaire was born.

This story does have 50% more now than it used to. Due to reader requests, I put the original parts 1 and 2 together

and then I wrote basically a part 3 and 4, making this novel size with double the original content.

Enjoy!
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